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1. Which of the following represents Sophia?

     	--->> intellectual

     	      thinking

     	      education

     	      grade

2. Which type of Education enables a person to enjoy his leisure activities better

     	--->> Liberal

     	      Formal

     	      Informal

     	      Cultural

3. Teachers receive special training for ______  education

     	      Informal

     	--->> Formal

     	      NCE

     	      TRCN

4. People think of philosophy in different ways because of differences in viewing the 
______________

     	      thoughts

     	      issues

     	--->> World

     	      matters

5. The acquisition of _____ skills, abilities and experiences both mental and physical as 
equipment for the individual to live in and contribute to the development of the society
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     	      educational

     	--->> appropriate

     	      developmental

     	      Emotional

6. According to Empiricists, where are knowledge?

     	      Philosophy

     	--->> Experience

     	      Home

     	      School

7. Education has an intrinsic value, that is, it does not have to be seen as something 
that must always bring ______ reward

     	      Solid

     	      factual

     	--->> material

     	      physical

8. Which of the following best explains Philia?

     	      frankness

     	      openness

     	      bluntness

     	--->> friendliness

9. The process of education which takes place through interaction with elders, age 
mates and friends is called ________ education.

     	      Cultural

     	      Traditional

     	      Religious

     	--->> Informal
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10. Teaching professional skills particularly under the informal education system takes 
place in a ________ environment

     	      Quite

     	      Boring

     	      Stress

     	--->> Relaxed
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